Lorenzo Natali Media Prize 2022 - Application Form

Before applying, please review the Rules, Frequently Asked Questions, at ec.europa.eu/international-partnerships/lnp

Your Details

• First Name

• Last Name

• Gender
  - Female
  - Male
  - Undefined / Prefer Not To Say

• Date of Birth

• Nationality

• E-mail address
• Phone number (ex: +32666666666)

• How did you find out about the Prize?
  □ On Facebook
  □ On Twitter
  □ On Instagram
  □ Search engine
  □ The European Commission website
  □ Other website
  □ Letter or e-mail sent by newsroom
  □ In a newspaper or media
  □ Other

• Please specify

Your Application

• Category
  Please note that you can only apply for one category
  □ Grand Prize
  □ Europe Prize
  □ Best Emerging Journalist

• Submission Type
  □ Written article (2,300 words max)
  □ Video broadcast (15 min max)
  □ Audio broadcast (15 min max)

• Language of the work submitted
  Please note that you must submit a translation in one of the languages above if your work was published in another language.
  □ English
  □ French
  □ German
  □ Portuguese
  □ Spanish

• Media where your report was published
• Address of the media where your report was published

• Please enter the link to your published report
  Where available, please include the link to the published work on a media’s website. If your work was not published online, please include a link to a file or folder.

If your work was not published online, please provide more details about its publication

• Date of Publication
  between 10/03/2021 and 09/03/2022
  Must have been published between 10 March 2021 and 9 March 2022.

• Paste here the content of your article or the written transcript of your video or audio entry
☐ I hereby confirm I have read the Rules.

☐ I confirm the information provided in the form is true, complete and accurate.

• I want to be added to a Lorenzo Natali Media Prize mailing list to be recontacted about future editions of the Prize.
  ○ Yes
  ○ No